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Now some people think we must stop with these two or three

verses. Just what do these mean? I don't fully understand these

let's study them. I heard of Dr. Warfield once that he said, Here

is a verse that there have been 241 different suggested interpre

tations; now I'll give you the correct one which had never been

given before. That was the 242nd one! There have been passages

that at first reading you won't get at all, and with a lot of study

you may get them now. But it is still more likely that as youx

study Scripture and come to other sections, you will see something

that fits with it and explains it to you and makes it clear. The

Bible is its own best interpreter; one sections explains another

sections. It all fits together. I personally feel there is great

value in taking sections and spekding a long time over them, but I

think the greatest value of all - that which we must never neglect

is to go pver it as a whole seeing what we gets, and seeing what

questions there are, seeing what things we don't understand and

then go over it again and see how much becomes clear. And every

time we go through we find in it things that explain other things

we previously had not known and would not have known where to look

for if we had not seen it. So all the Scripture is important. The

most vital things is not that we take one particular verse and just

squeeze it just as tight as we can to get every bit of XXXX truth

out of it, though there is much more truth in almost every verse

than we get when we first look at it, but to compare Scripture with

Scripture and get a knowledge of it as a whole. That to me is one

of the most important things I would like to drive home in these

three mornings I'll be with you. That is the importance of corn-
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